WHERE AND HOW CAN I ACCESS THESE RESOURCES?

- Access from the main building (CUL)
  - From the institution’s computers for the public;
  - From personal devices, through the wireless connection.
- Access from the branch libraries.
- Remote access (www.bcucluj.ro).
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THE ELECTRONIC LIBRARY

RESOURCES

PRINT DOCUMENTS
- SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
- TRADITIONAL CATALOGUES

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS
- FULL-TEXT DATABASES
- PUBLICATIONS ON CDs/DVDs
- DONATIONS from authors/partners
- THEMATIC BIBLIOGRAPHIES edited by CUL

DIGITIZATION

SERVER
- Storage and archiving

Online Access

PLATFORMS

- Online catalogue
- Subscribed scientific databases
- EDS (Ebsco Discovery Service)
- The bibliographies platform
- The digital library
- Traditional catalogues
- Own databases
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INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION SOURCES

The online catalogue:
- Contains over 900,000 titles and over 1,600,000 items;
- Contains all of the documents that entered the collections starting with 1995 and the ones included through the retroconversion process;
- From 2005, it is included in the RoLiNeSt virtual catalogue, from 2013 in EDS, and from 2014 it is integrated in WorldCat, the largest international catalogue managed by OCLC.

The traditional catalogues:
- 26 catalogues: catalogues of books, a catalogue for the periodicals, a catalogue for the editorial collections, an old legal catalogue, a catalogue for university yearbooks, a catalogue for calendars a catalogue for the special collections (17), a catalogue for school yearbooks, a catalogue for reports;
- Over 2,000,000 digitised records;
- They contain from the first documents that entered the library to the ones entered in 2008, including the legal deposit, beginning with 1923.

The platform for the Babeș-Bolyai University bibliographies (https://public-view.bcucluj.ro)
- Contains the scanned bibliography of the university courses (undergraduate level and master’s degree level);
- Includes over 30,000 documents for the bibliographies and over 2,200 documents in journals and editorial collections.

Subscribed scientific databases, with full text (23) or bibliometric databases (2)

EDS – Ebsco Discovery Service – unique search portal in the online catalogue and in the subscribed scientific databases, as well as in other resources made available by the EBSCO company.

EBOOKS – permanent access to ebooks, over 57,000 titles of scientific books.

The digital library (http://dspace.bcucluj.ro)
- Includes over 140,000 digitised documents;
- Contains documents that are representative for Transylvania;
- Integrated in the Europeana portal since 2015.

Own databases – Specialised bibliographies:
- On subjects of Romanian History;
- On subjects of Literature and Literary criticism;
- On subjects from the different fields of the branch libraries;
- Access from internal platforms and from the online catalogue by selecting the Bibliographies database.

SERVICES FOR THE PUBLIC

- Remote access to the BBU Bibliographies Platform, based on the library card.
- Remote access to full text documents from the subscribed databases, using the library card or through the AnelisPlus consortium.
- Remote reservation of seats in the reading rooms of the main building and the online request/reservation of publications.
- Interlibrary loan of publications from the libraries in Romania and abroad.
- Bibliographies upon request and bibliographic research upon request (from internal resources and from subscribed databases).
- Copies, photocopies and scans of documents (in all formats).
- Renting the Conference Room.
- Sessions of instruction, formation and qualification.

SERVICES FOR AUTHORS AND EDITORS

- The online distribution of electronic documents received as donations, by including them in WorldCat – OCLC.
- DOI Attribution – Digital Object Identifier, for articles in Romanian scholarly journals and for books or book chapters through CrossRef validation.